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Abstract
Cross-modal approaches to the study of sensory perception, social recognition, cognition, and mental representation have proved fruitful in humans as well as in a variety of
other species including toothed whales in revealing equivalencies that suggest that different sensory stimuli associated with objects or individuals may effectively evoke mental
representations that are, respectively, object based or individual based. Building AQ1 on established findings of structural equivalence in the form of spontaneous recognition of
complex shapes across the modalities of echolocation and vision and behavior favoring identity echoic–visual cross-modal relationships over associative echoic–visual cross-
modal relationships, examinations of transitive inference equivalencies from initially learned associations of visual and acoustic stimuli, and recent work examining spontaneous
cross-modal social AQ2  recognition of individual identity across acoustic and gustatory chemical modalities (i.e., the equivalence relationships among an individual’s
characteristics), we examine the history, utility and implications for cross-modal research in cetacean cognition. Drawing from research findings on bottlenose dolphins and
beluga whales as well as other species we suggest future directions for cetacean cross-modal research to further illuminate understanding how structural and individual sensory
equivalencies lead to object-centered and individual-centered mental representations, as well as to explore the potential for practical applications related to cetacean
conservation.
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The rationale behind cross-modal studies: a review across taxa
Because a language common to humans and non-humans is often not available (see Herman 1986 ; Pack 2019 ; Savage-Rumbaugh et al. 1993  for examples of shared natural and
artificial language systems), elucidating how non-human animals (hereafter referred to as animals) perceive and mentally represent their physical and social AQ3  worlds often
requires innovative methods. Indeed, determining the nature of an individual’s mental representation is often key to understanding its behavior (Roitblat 1982 ). However, depending
upon the question at hand, such inquiries may be hampered by traditional methodologies that restrict themselves to single modalities. Understanding how an animal’s senses
integrate and converge to create a unified mental representation of an object or another animal important within its world can be an essential component in determining how it
organizes its reality and future behavior. Here, we highlight how “cross-modal” procedures in which a dolphin is presented with information to one sensory modality and then asked
to make a judgment of equivalence based on information to another sensory modality have helped reveal the spontaneous recognition of the structural equivalence of the same object
detected by different sensory systems. We also show how learned symbolic labels representing different objects or individual dolphins can be spontaneously evoked in the presence
of stimuli from different modalities that are associated with those objects or individuals revealing various forms of stimulus equivalence. A central theme unifying these studies is
how spontaneous cross-modal transfer of information (i.e., immediate recognition from one sense to another without trial and error learning) has provided potential insight into
dolphin sensory perception and mental representation of objects and individuals not previously available using methods of inquiry limited to single modalities.

In the seminal text “The Merging of the Senses,” Stein and Meredith (1993 ) described cross-modal matching as “using information obtained through one sensory modality to make a
judgment about an equivalent stimulus from another modality” (p. 15). This implies that intersensory judgments may be broad in the type of phenomena they cover. There may be
qualitative differences among cross-modal recognition abilities. Some discriminations may involve the recognition of equivalence in amodal characteristics such as intensity,
duration, or quantity, while others may involve structural equivalence of shape, and still others may involve symbolic equivalence of identity. For example, in the 1980s, Church and
Meck (reviewed in Church and Meck 1984 ; Meck et al. 2013 ) noted that amodal characteristics of signals such as duration, quantity (i.e., few versus many) or intensity can be
mentally represented as demonstrated through spontaneous cross-modal judgments (i.e., those that occur immediately without trial and error learning). They reviewed studies in
which rats trained to discriminate 2-s-long versus 8-s-long light signals showed spontaneous cross-modal transfer when presented with 2-s-long versus 8-s-long sound signals.
Similarly, rats trained to discriminate two versus four sound presentations showed spontaneous cross-modal transfer when presented with two versus four presentations of a light. In
a qualitatively different form of cross-modal transfer, both humans and non-human primates have been shown to spontaneously recognize, through AQ4 cross-modal transfer, the
structural equivalence of the same object perceived through touch alone (haptic sense) and vision alone providing evidence for the integration of these senses at the perceptual and
representational level (e.g., Davenport and Rogers 1970 ; Rose and Orlian 1991 ).

Other forms of cross-modal transfer may involve some degree of associative learning which is then tested in novel contexts for either direct or indirect stimulus equivalencies. For
example, recognizing the identity relationship between any two identical objects (as in identity matching-to-sample) is termed a reflexive form of stimulus equivalence and involves
understanding a generalized identity matching concept. On the other hand, learning through association that a ball should be chosen when a pipe is presented and then being able to
spontaneously (i.e., without training) choose the pipe when the ball is presented demonstrates symmetrical stimulus equivalence. Finally, if an individual who is taught that when it
sees a steam iron (A), it should choose a flower pot (B), and also that when it sees a flower pot (B) it should choose a glass of milk (C), understands spontaneously that it should
choose the steam iron (A) when presented with the glass of milk (C), this individual has provided evidence of understanding a transitive equivalence relationship. In this latter case,
the steam iron, flower pot, and glass of milk are all members of a so-called “equivalence class.” Lindemann-Biolsi and Reichmuth (2013 ) found evidence of cross-modal transitivity
in a California sea lion (Zalophus californianus). They first trained the sea lion using reinforcement principles within a symbolic matching-to-sample task. The animals were trained
to make an association between each of two different sound stimuli (selected from ring, siren, sweep, white, pulse and, tone sounds) and each of two visual stimuli (modified
symbols that roughly correspond to letters A–J and numbers 0–9) that previously were shown to be members of two different equivalence classes with other visual stimuli (numbers
vs. letters). Following this, they tested whether given one or the other sound stimulus, the sea lion would choose another visual stimulus that was from the same equivalence class as
the visual stimulus from the previously learned association. Results confirmed that the sea lion, without transfer trial training, was able to make a transitive inference from each
sound stimulus and its learned association with a visual stimulus to other members of the equivalence class to which this visual stimulus belonged. For example, the sea lion Rio was
given the auditory/visual stimuli pairs ‘Ring’ → ‘B’ and ‘Siren’ → ‘2’. She was tested to see if she would spontaneously be able to associate ‘Ring’ with another member of the
‘letter class’ and ‘Siren’ with another member of the ‘number class. Each subject did these transfers with three different sets of sound stimuli, showing that the sea lions were
capable of making spontaneous transitive equivalency transfers across multiple sound types.

In a study of symbolic cross-modal transfer using learned language symbols, Savage-Rumbaugh et al. (1988 ) demonstrated stimulus equivalence in two common chimpanzees and
one pygmy chimpanzee that revealed how representations of symbols could be evoked from other stimuli, even in the absence of direct associative training. Each subject had
previously demonstrated referential use and understanding of learned lexigram symbols in the case of the common chimpanzees through explicit training and in the case of the
pygmy chimpanzee through observational learning (i.e., without explicit training). Both common chimpanzees, who had never previously been tested in any cross-modal tasks,
showed spontaneous cross-modal transfer of information from visual object to haptic object (using familiar objects), from visual symbol representing an object to haptic
identification of that object (using a different set of familiar objects each of which had a learned lexigram symbol), from haptic object to visual symbol (representing that object),
and from olfactory stimulus to visual symbol representing the food that was associated with that olfactory stimulus. The pygmy chimpanzee demonstrated spontaneous cross-modal
transfer of information from auditory symbol (spoken English word for an object) to a photograph (representing the object associated with the auditory label) and from auditory
symbol (again the spoken English word) to visual symbol (representing the same object that was named). Savage-Rumbaugh et al. concluded “Our data suggest that apes are not only
capable of transferring information across modalities but also of translating that information from representational input to stimulus-feature output. This is the first time that
symbolic cross-modal transfer has been documented in nonhuman primates.” (p. 623).

Animals may also be capable of some of these types of cross-modal transfers but not others (i.e., quantitative differences). For example, some studies have shown what appear to be
limitations within species of different types of cross-modal transfer and asymmetries within the same type of cross-modal transfer tasks. Davenport (1976 ) noted that despite
evidence of cross-modal transfer of intensity or pulse-patterns in prosimians, rats and rabbits, only apes and some monkey species have demonstrated cross-modal transfer of shape
information across the senses of vision and touch, possibly reflecting that different types of cross-modal transfer operate at different neurological levels. In contrast, Féron et al.
(2006 ) showed that 5-month-old human infants (who in other studies have been shown capable of visual–haptic cross-modal recognition) were capable of recognizing the numerical
equivalencies of small numbers of items from touch to vision.

Limitations in cross-modal transfer have also been revealed through asymmetries in performance accuracy the visual and haptic senses in human adults (Abravanel 1973 ) human
infants (Bushnell and Weinberger 1987 ; Jones 1981 ; Rose and Orlian 1991 ) and rhesus monkeys (DiMattia et al. 1990 ). Generally, performance accuracy has favored visual–haptic
matching over haptic–visual matching, although in 2- and 3-month-old infants, Streri (1987 ) found haptic to vision recognition but not the opposite, suggesting perhaps a shift over
development toward vision being dominant.

In neuroscience (especially related to sensory neuroplasticity), there are many examples where we know more about the development and the interface of the senses in animals than
we do in our own brains, as invasive research in model species has traditionally gone further in this regard (Ettlinger and Garcha 1980 ; Kulahci and Ghazanfar 2013 ; Mezzera and
López-Bendito 2016 ). However, research has provided human insights through physiological measures in hemodynamic (blood flow in the brain) and electromagnetic (brain
activity) studies. These investigations have elucidated an understanding of cross-modal representations in brain regions resulting in insights in cognitive neuroscience, specifically
related to studying cortical reorganization in sensory loss. This knowledge has allowed us to close the gap between how we understand the interface of sensory inputs in human and
non-human subjects (Kujala et al. 2000 ); especially in relation to our knowledge of humans, where our understanding of animal systems lacks sensory–information integration from
a cognitive sense as well as the experience of representation as evidenced by cross-modal comprehension (Izumi 2013 ; Ratcliffe et al. 2015 ). However, these limitations can be
overcome by utilizing the comparative approach, across both social and non-social (object) representational domains.

Examining how different species understand conspecifics as well as objects in their environment through the convergence of sensory information across multiple modalities opens
new opportunities in the study of information preserved in potential mental representations, object permanence, theory of mind, language-like representation, multisensory signals,
individual and behavioral recognition, sensory processing, concept formation as well as many other domains. However, in comparative discussions, a great deal of focus has been on
non-human primates as their shared evolutionary lineage with our own makes them attractive for study (Ettlinger and Garcha 1980 ; Kulahci and Ghazanfar 2013 ; Parr 2004 ; Partan
2002 ; Ratcliffe et al. 2015 ). Yet, other species have features making them suitable for comparative studies. For example, bottlenose dolphins as large-brained, highly social vocal
production learners (Janik 1999 , 2013 ) possessing sensory systems humans lack (Au 1993 ; Au and Nachtigall 1997 ) demonstrating a wide range of flexible cognitive capabilities
across many domains including concept formation, imitation, and language comprehension (see recent reviews in Pack 2015 , 2018 , 2021 ). Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops sp.) and
cetaceans broadly represent at least an equally exciting system to primates (Adachi and Fujita 2007 ; Tolan et al. 1981 ) and corvids (Kondo et al. 2012 ; Moll and Nieder 2015 ) with
which to explore cross-modal representation/cognition.

Below, we demonstrate how cross-modal studies have shaped our understanding of cetacean cognition. We show how the cross-modal paradigm is equipped to reveal key features of
potential mental representations in cetaceans that prior to its use remained elusive in the physical and social perception domains. First, we reflect on how cross-modal studies have
informed sensory psychology and revealed object perception across the senses of echolocation and vision to be “object-centered” in bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus).
Second, we summarize how cross-modal transfer has been employed to examine various forms of stimulus equivalence across the senses of sound and vision in Beluga whales
(Delphinapterus leucus). Third, we examine the most recent findings of cross-modal transfer in bottlenose dolphins from a communicative perspective, showing how natural
symbolic labels for individual dolphins termed ‘signature whistles’ are spontaneously recognized as being associated with the same individual dolphin in its absence as the taste of a
urine sample from that individual, providing some evidence that the mental representation evoked from these different sensory stimuli is “individual-centered”. Finally, given that
cross-modal paradigms have helped forge new ground in the understanding of the nature of mental representation and stimulus equivalence, we suggest some potential avenues for
fruitful future inquiries.

Cross-modal studies in the physical domain: structural equivalence of objects
inspected through echolocation and vision
All toothed whales including various dolphin species are capable of generating short, intense, broad-band click sounds in their nasal passages which they can focus and project in a
narrow beam through a lipid filled structure termed the melon in their forehead into the water column (reviewed in Au 1993 , 2018 ). Termed echolocation, these click sounds reflect
off of anything that differs in density from the water through which the sound travels and the dolphin receives these echoes. Whistling dolphins such as bottlenose dolphins, false
killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens) and beluga whales produce echolocation clicks with durations from 40 to 70 µs, bandwidths spanning tens of kHz, and peak-to-peak amplitudes
as great as 225 dB re 1 µPa (Au 2018 ).

From its initial discovery in the 1940s and 1950 s through the early 1990s, dolphin echolocation received intensive study providing hypotheses into its acoustic characteristics,
production and reception beam patterns, and detection and discrimination abilities (as reviewed in Au 1993 ). Among the latter was the demonstration that dolphins could
discriminate among simple shapes such as cylinders versus spheres (Au et al. 1980 ), cylinders versus cubes (Nachtigall et al. 1980 ), and flat circles versus either flat triangles or
squares (Barta 1969 as cited in Au 1993 ). Researchers pointed to acoustic cues present in the backscatter information from the echolocated objects (e.g., differences in amplitude,
highlight structure, spectral content) as the responsible mechanisms underpinning these shape discrimination abilities with little consideration of the possibility of a dolphin directly
forming a shape percept of an echolocated object (summarized in Au 1993 ). Even so, the nature of the discrimination tasks employed in these studies (either successive or
simultaneous two-alternative echolocation-only forced choice tasks—a dolphin is reinforced for choosing a specific object from among two), rendered it impossible to discern
whether the echolocating dolphin discriminated among different shape percepts (i.e., was able to extract shape features from the echoes and make a discrimination based on different
shapes) or among different sound features from the echoes themselves. For example, in the latter case, if the echo off one object sounded differently from the other, the dolphin
could simply learn through association and trial and error that responding to one type of sound would be reinforced and the other not. Similar difficulties in discriminating among
these two possibilities existed for findings from the pure echolocation matching-to-sample task reported by Roitblat et al. (1990 ) in which a blindfolded dolphin echolocated on a
sample object and then again used echolocation on two or more alternative objects, one of which matched the sample. Was the dolphin matching the perceived shapes of the objects
or matching different sounds from the echoes reflecting off these objects? Finally, a third line of inquiry examined recognition of the same shape presented to the echoic system at
different orientations. In theory, if objects to be discriminated in a two-alternative forced choice pure echolocation task or recognized in a pure echoic matching-to-sample task were
presented at different aspects and the dolphin’s perceptual system allowed for shape constancy (i.e., recognizing that the shape of an object remains the same regardless of its
orientation), spontaneous discrimination or matching of the same echolocated object across different orientations could provide some evidence of shape perception as long as these
different aspects prevented recognition based solely on reflective similarity or associative learning of equivalencies across different reflections (Roitblat et al. 1995 ).

Thus, through the 1990s, despite extensive study of dolphin echolocation, a fundamental question remained “What does a dolphin actually perceive when it echolocates on an
object?” Does it perceive the spatial structure of the object (i.e., its shape) or is its impressive performances based solely on the ability to discriminate among sound features in the
returning echoes and either map these through learned association on to different responses (for accurate performance in two-alternative echolocation forced choice tasks) or match
the same sounds (for accurate performance in a pure echolocation matching-to-sample task)? Asked another way: Is the dolphin’s mental representation of an object interrogated
through echolocation “object-centered” or solely “acoustic-centered”? To the degree that the senses of echolocation and vision are integrated, the former, but not the latter, type of
representation may allow for recognition of the same object using echolocation or vision as well as across these senses, as long as associative learning of the sight of an object and
the echo from that object can be eliminated as an alternative explanation.

To determine whether the potential mental representation of an echolocated object by a dolphin is object-centered or solely acoustic-centered, Herman and Pack (1992 ) adapted the
cross-modal shape recognition task procedure commonly used with humans including infants (e.g., Bryant et al. 1972 ; Bushnell and Weinberger 1987 ; Gibson and Walker 1984 ;
Jones 1981 ; Meltzoff and Borton 1979 ; Rose and Orlian 1991 ; Ruff and Kohler 1978 ), and non-human primates (Davenport and Rogers 1970 ; Davenport et al. 1975 ; Savage-
Rumbaugh et al. 1988 ; Tolan et al. 1981 ), to explore haptic perception and the integration of the senses of touch and vision. In the identity matching-to-sample version of this
procedure, a shape “the sample” is presented first to one sense alone (visual or haptic sense) and then two or more alternative shapes, one of which matches the sample shape, are
presented to the alternate sense (visual or haptic) from that used for presentation of the sample. Compelling evidence for the integration of the senses of touch and vision and for the
acquisition of shape information directly through each sense, would occur if the subject found the match on the first trials using numerous examples of novel shapes that had never
before been exposed to the subject previously either simultaneously or in rapid succession in both the visual and haptic modalities. The latter controls, as well as an examination of
first trial performance, are critical to ensure that accurate matching is not a function of learned associations between sights and sounds.

With the dolphin, to expose objects only to the echolocation sense, Herman and Pack (1992 ) developed a PVC frame seawater-filled anechoic box (see Fig. 1 ) which was suspended
from poolside in a dolphin’s habitat. The bottom of the box was covered by a thin PVC sheet and the two sides were comprised of a series of sound absorbent redwood slats. A thin
sheet of black opaque Plexiglas fronted the box, allowing sound but not light to penetrate. Wooden blinders on all three sides of the box above the water surface prevented the
dolphin from seeing activities occurring behind the box. Thus, an object suspended underwater inside of the box could be interrogated by a dolphin approaching the front using
echolocation but not vision. Objects identified through vision but not echolocation were presented by a blindfolded assistant (to prevent potential cueing) in air where dolphin vision
but not echolocation is effective. Using these two methods of object exposure, two matching-to-sample tasks were created. In echolocation-to-vision (E–V) matching, a single box
was used to expose a “sample” object to the dolphin’s echolocation sense alone, and then following echoic inspection, two alternative objects were presented in air to the dolphin’s
visual sense where one matched the sample. To indicate a choice among these alternatives, the was dolphin stationed in front of this object with its head out of the water and rostrum
pointing at the object. In visual-to-echolocation (V–E) matching, the sample object was held in air, allowing the dolphin to interrogate it visually. Then two objects were presented
each within its own anechoic box, again where one matched the sample. Here, the dolphin indicated its choice of a match for the sample by pressing a response paddle attached to
the side of each box.

Fig. 1

XXXX

Pack and Herman (1995 ) tested 16 complexly shaped objects not previously exposed to echolocation and vision either simultaneously or in close succession in both E–V and V–E
matching for evidence of spontaneous (i.e., first trial) recognition across the senses. Objects were constructed of sand-filled PVC pipe and fittings and were organized into nine pairs
that were equated for thickness and frontal surface area so that shape alone was the discriminatory feature. Prior to any cross-modal tests, a bottlenose dolphin was shown to be
capable of spontaneously discriminating each of these object pairs within each of the senses separately (i.e., E–E and V–V matching) without any exposed to both senses either
simultaneously or separately in succession to each sense. Eight of the pairs were then tested in E–V and V–E matching as described above and the final pair was tested only in V–E
with the sample object shown on a small television monitor placed behind an underwater window in the dolphin’s habitat instead of in air. In a follow-on study, Herman et al. (1998 )
tested four additional pairs of objects, none of which had previously been experienced in any modality. Pack and Herman (1995 ) and Herman et al. (1998 ) reasoned that as long as
there was no opportunity for associative learning in which coordination between the senses develops as the dolphin is exposed over time or training trials to the spatial and temporal
contiguities between echoes received and objects seen, spontaneous cross-modal recognition must be based on the construction of shape percepts common to or coordinated between
the senses of echolocation and vision.

Each pair of tested objects yielded 2 first trials, one with each member of a pair acting as sample and the other as the non-matching alternative for a total of 16 first trials of E–V and
18 first trials of V–E matching in Pack and Herman (1995 ) and 8 first trials of E–V and 8 first trials of V–E matching in Herman et al. (1998 ). Collapsing the data across both Pack
and Herman (1995 ) and Herman et al. (1998 ), the dolphin spontaneously matched the correct sample on 19 of 24 trials in E–V and 22 of 26 trials in V–E. Both performances are
significantly above what would be expected by chance providing compelling evidence not only for the integration of the senses of vision and echolocation, but also that the mental
representations formed by the dolphin when interrogating objects through echolocation were not solely acoustic-centered, but instead were object-centered. The dolphin’s cross-
modal performances at or near ceiling levels and not significantly different in E–V versus V–E matching, in conjunction with other data from Herman et al. (1998 ) showing that
decision time as measured by the touch of a response paddle in V–E matching was rapid (on average 2.2 s and 1.7 s for responses to the right and left paddles respectively), provided
evidence that cross-modal matching was not difficult for the dolphin. Instead, it was a behavior that seemed to come with little practice.

To further investigate the degree to which shape was potentially mentally represented by the dolphin through echolocation, Pack et al. (2002 ) tested specifically whether the
animal’s performances were a function of recognizing and matching particular object features or matching the overall global shape of an object. To accomplish this, Pack et al.
(2002 ) introduced a third alternative object into the cross-modal matching task and tested different combinations of objects that varied in overall (global) shape, but shared two or
more “local” features with the sample. For these tests, the sample was presented on one side of the habitat and the alternatives on the other. Despite overlapping features of the two
non-matching alternatives with the sample, the dolphin’s overall performance with completely novel three-way combinations of objects indicated a focus on the sample’s overall
global shape, not on the presence of specific features. The dolphin matched correctly on 95 of 96 completely novel combinations of objects with overlapping local features in E–V
matching (99% correct), and on 89 if 96 trials in V–E trials (93% correct). Pack et al. (2002 ) then added a fourth alternative in the form of a “no match” paddle that the dolphin
could select if it believed none of the alternatives matched the sample. The dolphin continued to perform at high levels when a match was present, but now also selected the “no
match” paddle when a match was absent at significantly above chance levels, despite experiencing alternatives that shared local features with that sample. The dolphin was correct
on 8 of 12 first trials where a sample was displayed and none of the alternatives were identical to the sample in E–V and V–E matching. These findings add substantially to the case
for the dolphin deriving object-centered mental representations from echoically interrogated objects that preserve the features of the overall global spatial structure of those objects.

Azzali et al. (1995 ) also conducted a cross-modal study with a dolphin but this was limited to asking whether a single object presented visually whose selection by a dolphin was
reinforced when pitted against two other visual alternative objects, could later be selected by the dolphin using echolocation alone. Unlike the studies of Pack and colleagues, these
researchers placed latex eye cups over the dolphin’s eyes to occlude vision during the echolocation portion of the matching task. In the Azzali et al. study, a dolphin was reinforced
first for visually selecting an inverted U shape when it was pitted against two other non-matching shapes which varied in identity from a set of five, all presented in air. Eight weeks
after training, the dolphin was tested on 10 cross-modal recognition trials. In each, the inverted U was presented visually in air, then the trainer placed eyecups over the dolphin’s
eyes, and then signaled for the dolphin to choose the inverted U from among three objects presented underwater (i.e., to the dolphin’s echolocation sense). Performance accuracy
was significantly above chance, consistent with the findings of (Pack and Herman 1995 ).

Harley et al. (1996 ) also tested a dolphin’s ability for cross-modal shape perception using a three-alternative cross-modal matching paradigm in which eye cups were placed over the
dolphin’s eyes during the echolocation portion of the task. However, this was broader scope that the Azzali et al. study. Here, the dolphin was asked to recognize objects in both E–V
and V–E matching tasks. When the dolphin was tasked with the echolocation portion first (i.e., in E–V matching), the eye cups that were placed over the dolphin’s eyes to prevent
visual inspection of the sample and were then removed after echoic sample inspection to allow for visual inspection of the alternative objects. Conversely, if visual inspection
preceded the echolocation discrimination (i.e., in V–E matching), the sample object was held in air for visual inspection and afterward eyecups were placed over the dolphin’s eyes
allowing for echolocation inspection of the alternatives. Initial success was evidenced in these matching tasks with objects that had been earlier exposed to both echolocation and
vision simultaneously allowing for the possibility that during this pre-exposure the dolphin had formed learned associations between sights and echoes from the objects that
facilitated later cross-modal matching. When novel objects were used in subsequent cross-modal matching tests, overall performance remained at chance. Possibly, this was the
result of a difficulty with discriminating these objects within echolocation or within vision which would be a requisite for cross-modal recognition. The dolphin’s difficulty might
also have been attributable to potential memory disruption from the delay occurring while eye cups were placed or removed during each cross-modal matching trial.

Finally, with a different dolphin in another facility Harley et al. (2003 ) employed a creative variant of the three-alternative cross-modal matching procedure to ask whether dolphins,
tasked with discriminating objects using echolocation, focus on differences in the sounds they sense (i.e., proximal cues) or extract object characteristics from these sounds (i.e.,
distal cues). Harley et al. (2003 ) examined echolocation shape perception using 54 common household and toy objects that differed along physical dimensions and were novel to the
dolphin. The objects were grouped as two unique sets of three. As with Pack and colleagues, objects presented to the visual sense (but not to the echolocation sense) were held in air,
while objects presented to the echolocation sense, but not to the visual sense were presented in an underwater acoustically transparent but visually opaque container. With one set of
three objects (call them A, B, and C), Harley et al. (2003 ) reinforced the dolphin for choosing the alternative that physically matched the sample (i.e., choose alternative A if it
physically matches the sample and so forth, as was done in the studies of Pack and colleagues; reflexive equivalence). With the second set of three objects (call them D, E, and F),
for one object, the rule of choosing an alternative that matched the sample was maintained (i.e., If F is the sample, choose F as the alternative). However, for objects D and E, an
associative non-matching rule for reinforcement was established such that if D was the sample, the dolphin was reinforced for selecting object E (even though it did not physically
match the sample) and vice versa (i.e., symmetrical equivalence). Consequently, the only way the dolphin could solve the latter task with objects D and E, and be reinforced, was
learning through trial and error to associate the echo of one object with the sight of another that was not a physical match. This study directly pits two potential strategies for the
solving the problem against each other which helps reveal the basis for the dolphin’s discriminations and decisions by examining the errors the dolphin makes in non-match trials
compared with match trials. If the dolphin is limited strictly to the perception of sound information from an ensonified object and can only perform accurately in a cross-modal task
by learning to associate the echo of an object with its visual correlate (i.e., if reinforcement of learned associations of sounds and sights is the basis controlling its choices regardless
of whether the sounds and sights are from the same or from different objects), then the distribution of object choices in Object Set 1 should be the same as in Object Set 2.
Alternatively, if the dolphin extracts shape information from the returning echoes and if it learns and follows a rule of finding a match for whichever object physically matches the
sample (regardless of modality and reinforcement), then the distribution of choices in Object Set 1 should be significantly different from Object Set 2. More specifically in Set 2
under this latter strategy, the dolphin should commit errors by selecting the alternative for sample objects D and E that physically matches the sample even though it could receive
reinforcement by selecting the non-match (i.e., by choosing E if the sample is D, or choosing D if the sample is E).

The findings of Harley et al. (2003 ) were compelling. Regardless of the differences in reward contingencies with two of the objects from Set 2, and that the objects varied in a
variety of attributes, the dolphin tended to favor choosing the alternative that physically matched the sample in both Sets 1 and 2 over choosing a non-match. This demonstrates that
it was focusing on the distal object shape cues extracted from echoes to discriminate between objects rather than on the proximal cues of differences in echoes themselves, even in
the face of non-reinforcement. Taken together with the results from Pack and colleagues, this study provides converging evidence for the dolphin’s ability to extract shape
information through echolocation, then share that information with the sense of vision, to create likely object-centered mental representations of echolocated targets.

Collectively, these findings extend and enrich our understanding of how the dolphin perceives the physical marine world through active sound. Pointedly, they demonstrate that the
dolphin does not have to experience the sight of an object in conjunction with the echo from that object in order to appreciate its spatial structure and recognize it during a later
encounter even through vision alone. This has profound implications for developing a more comprehensive understanding of how dolphins’ use of their echolocation in the wild to
inspect conspecifics, detect predators or other forms of danger, discriminate environmental structures, and identify food, especially during times when visual and passive acoustic
cues are absent. For example, both spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) (Norris et al. 1994 ) and Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis) (Herzing 1996 ) rely heavily on
echolocation when foraging at night (when light and thus vision is absent or severally attenuated) to detect and discriminate prey. In addition, during the day both bottlenose
dolphins and Atlantic spotted dolphins use echolocation to detect and discriminate different species of eels or fish buried in the bottom substrate or hidden under ledges or in holes,
again where light and thus visual perception is absent (Herzing 1996 ; Rossbach and Herzing 1997 ). The reliance of the dolphin on echolocation alone in these types of situations to
make sense of its world in conjunction with a cross-modal ability that is equivalently facile in both directions (i.e., from echolocation to vision and from vision to echolocation)
(Pack and Herman 1995 ; cf. Rose and Orlian 1991  for examples of cross-modal asymmetries in human infants) implies that underwater acoustic interference from masking
anthropogenic noise may negatively impact the animal’s ability to form a rich mental representation of important items in its environment, and thus impair its ability to recognize
those same items during later encounters through either echolocation or vision alone.

The findings described above and our ability to address the fundamental questions about object-centered versus acoustic-centered mental representations of dolphin ensonified
objects was made possible through the employment of a cross-modal design in conjunction with procedures to eliminate alternative explanations based on associative learning of
sights and sounds.

Future studies are needed to strengthen the hypothesis that through echolocation dolphins form object-centered mental representations. Future work can also examine mechanisms
that allow dolphins to extract shape features from echoes, and address potential limitations in this ability. For example, DeLong et al. (2020 ) showed within a matching task that
dolphins can visually recognize the same object across different angular rotations in the XY and Z planes albeit with declining performance accuracy as object rotations deviated
from 0 to 180° in the XY rotations and 0–90° in the Z rotation. It remains to be shown in a study if a dolphin echolocating on an object from one aspect can recognize that object
presented visually in another aspect and vice versa, with aspect presented in a controlled manner.

Also, although it seems evident that object features and spatial structure are accessible in the potential mental representations formed by dolphins through vision or echolocation, it
remains to be shown the nature of the mental code or ‘shorthand’ employed by the dolphin in this task. That is, are objects perceived through echolocation or vision coded
prospectively in anticipation of the modality through which the dolphin will be making its final selection from among the alternatives, or a retrospective code more akin to the
modality of the sample, or are they modality specific (always a visually based code or always an acoustic-based code), or are objects coded in an amodal fashion (i.e., a code that is
at the hierarchical level of “shape” that is not affixed to any specific modality) (see Roitblat 1982  for a review of mental representation)? Given previous findings that new
information in one modality tends to interfere with information being maintained in working memory in the same modality versus a different one (e.g., Turner et al. 1992 ), a task in
which the dolphin engages in either an unrelated visually based task or echoically based task between sample inspection and alternative presentation can help provide evidence for
one coding scheme versus another.

Cross-modal studies in beluga whales showing symmetry and transitive equivalence
Stimulus equivalence using symbolic cross-modal transfer tasks was recently demonstrated in a Beluga whale (Delphinapterus lucas). Murayama et al. (2017 ) first trained the
beluga whale, Nick, to match arbitrary objects to arbitrary visual symbols for each object (e.g., a rubber boot to circle symbol), and then conducted probe trials demonstrating
spontaneous symmetry (e.g., if the circle symbol was presented, the whale without training selected the rubber boot).

Next, arbitrary sounds were symbolically associated through training with each of the objects (e.g., Sound A was associated with the rubber boot) and probe trials showed
spontaneous matching of sounds to symbols for the objects. For example, when Sound A plays, Nick correctly chooses the circle symbol (i.e., cross-modal transitivity). Separately,
Nick had demonstrated an ability to vocally produce the acoustic symbols associated with each object. In a final demonstration of equivalence, the symbols were now presented and
Nick spontaneously accurately vocally labeled each. For example, when the circle symbol was produced, Nick produced Sound A (and he did this matching across all other
conditional combinations of object, passive acoustic symbol, vocally produced acoustic symbol, and visual symbol). In this series, Nick was not rewarded regardless of what choices
he made, reducing the risk of a learning effect.

In succeeding in cross-modal transitivity with arbitrary acoustic stimuli paired to arbitrary two-dimensional figures, the authors argue that Nick showed labeling concepts for the
real-world objects that both the acoustic and visual symbols represented. These were spontaneous connections made without explicit training or reinforcement. The question
remained, however, whether or not cetaceans other than Nick could do this, and whether the concept of labeling was something native to a cetacean’s own communication system. To
consider cetacean labeling and cross-modal representations more precisely, and as a feature of a cetacean’s own social ecology and communication structure, we must discuss the
signature whistle system of bottlenose dolphins.

Cross-modal studies in dolphin communicative and social domains: individual
identity transmitted through signature whistles and urine reveal equivalence
relationships of sensory stimuli to individual dolphins
Cross-modal studies have informed us broadly about the social cognitive abilities of animals with a strong emphasis on mammals (Ratcliffe et al. 2015 ). Predominantly this has
focused on individual recognition cues across modalities (i.e., “individual-centered” social representations), but this work has informed our understanding of communication systems
as well. Proops et al. (2009 ) conducted an elegant study in horses (Equis caballus) to examine if conspecifics could recognize voice features as belonging to individual horses. In
their experiment they led horses in front of known herd mates, and when moving them just out of view into a barn, subsequently presented a horse call from a speaker also placed in
the barn. If the call heard matched the visual/olfactory perception of the horse being led, subjects in the pasture paid little attention. However, if the call heard was a mismatch with
the visual/olfactory perception of the horse being led (as part of an expectancy violation paradigm), the subjects would gaze longer in the direction of the barn where the individual
was taken (the sound source). The differences in time attending to the stimulus horse in mismatches vs. matches was used as evidence to support the idea that the subjects could
match specific visual/olfactory cues with auditory ones by individual. A key implication of this study made by the authors is that the subject horse had a stored mental representation
of the familiar horse that was activated when it was observed being led into the barn and that this representation included different sensory stimuli associated with that individual.
When the acoustic stimulus perceived from the barn violated the subject’s expectation based on its multimodal representation, it reacted.

Proops et al. (2009 ) method has become a standard for determining an animal’s ability to process individual recognition cues and as evidence that the animals tested have
conspecifics identified at that specific level (as opposed to sex, kin or some other less specific criteria, see Tumulty and Sheehan 2020  for a review on recognition templates).
Proops et al. (2009 ) also makes the case for cross-modal evidence as sufficient for representational understanding of individuals, which was later extended to horse recognition of
humans as well (Lampe and Andre 2012 ; Proops and McComb 2012 ). As Proops et al. (2009 ) notes, “It is of considerable interest to establish whether any animal is capable of
cross-modal integration of cues to identity, as this would suggest that in addition to the perception and recognition of stimuli in one domain, the brain could integrate such
information into some form of higher-order representation that is independent of modality” (p. 947). Thus cross-modal studies where animals are given two sets of identifying
stimuli across two modalities in a violation of expectation paradigm, where one set is congruent and another is not, gives researchers insights into the mental expectations animals
have formed by developing multimodal representations. Further cross-modal studies in cats (Takagi et al. 2019 ), dogs (Adachi et al. 2007 ), lions (Gilfillan et al. 2016 ), squirrel
monkeys (Adachi and Fujita 2007 ), lemurs (Kulahci et al. 2014 ), goats (Pitcher et al. 2017 ), crows (Kondo et al. 2012 ), and penguins (Baciadonna et al. 2021 ) have made similar
findings and drawn similar conclusions.

Bottlenose dolphins have also demonstrated their ability to recognize each other to the individual level through means outside of cross-modal experimentation (Sayigh et al. 1998 ).
They do so through a mechanism of individually specific contact calls called signature whistles (Caldwell and Caldwell 1965 ; Janik and Slater 1998 ; Sayigh et al. 2007 ). Through
playbacks of synthetic calls, researchers have determined that there are likely no voice features in signature whistles like those apparent in horses (it is likely that a dolphin 'voice'
would be affected by depth in the water column; Janik et al. 2006 ; Ridgway et al. 2001 ). This has led to a rich literature on the impressive vocal production learning capabilities of
these animals, as they must innovate unique contours to seemingly broadcast their individual ‘identity’ (Janik 1999 , 2009 , 2013 ; Janik and Slater 1997 , 2000 ). Vocal production
learning in the dolphin’s signature whistle system allows for not just an individual to broadcast their own signal, but for others to potentially copy and use that signal referentially as
well (Janik 2000 ; King and Janik 2013 ; King et al. 2013 ). Studying bottlenose dolphins in waters off Scotland, Janik (2000 ) found that a dolphin after hearing the signature whistle
of another dolphin out of visual range vocally matched this dolphin’s signature whistle within less than a second suggesting that bottlenose dolphins might use signature whistles to
address each other. King and Janik (2013 ) first recorded a dolphin’s signature whistle, then created a synthetic version of that whistle with voice characteristics removed (i.e., to
model the production of that dolphin’s signature whistle by another dolphin), and finally either played back this facsimile or control whistles of either a familiar dolphin from the
same population or an unfamiliar dolphin from a different population. Within 1 min of the playback, dolphins hearing the facsimile of their own signature whistle responded most
often by producing their own version of their signature whistle, a response that rarely occurred with the familiar controls and was absent with the unfamiliar controls. The authors
argued that these results supported the idea that signature whistles can be used and understood in referential exchanges between dolphins.

This led to an interesting question: Do dolphins possess “names” as humans do? This is a loaded question that gets to the representational concept of a signal. Can a dolphin’s
signature whistle stand in, in an identity sense, for the dolphin associated with that whistle (i.e., is the mental representation formed by other dolphins producing or hearing this
whistle “individual-centered”, evoking a mental representation of that individual)? For many years this has been a leap too far given the existing data on these animals and the
conventional methods used to investigate their perceptual and representational abilities. Herman et al. (1993 ) provided evidence that bottlenose dolphins in human care, taught
artificial languages, can understand the referring function of symbols (acoustic or visual) to objects and agents, even in their absence (Herman and Forestell 1985 ), an ability also
shown in chimpanzees and bonobos (Savage-Rumbaugh et al. 1993 ). With chimpanzees, Savage-Rumbaugh et al. (1980 ) went a step further by showing that they can classify
language symbols as they would the actual objects associated with these symbols (i.e., the symbols could “stand in” for the objects they represented).

Given that our knowledge about the function of dolphin signature whistles has come primarily from playback studies that deduced some degree of its use as a referential symbol (see
Savage-Rumbaugh 1986  for a discussion on referential symbols), Bruck et al. (2022 ) used a cross-modal playback design to provide more direct evidence that signature whistles
may evoke a mental representation of the individual with whom the listeners were associated with. In earlier work, Bruck (2013a ) showed that bottlenose dolphins possess multi-
decade memories for the signature whistles of former pool mates in zoo-based settings. While this remains the longest memories systematically shown for a non-human animal
(Bruck 2019b ), at the time, given our knowledge of the signature whistle system, we could not say that these whistles were referential or that the mental representations were
“individual-centered” rather than “acoustic-centered”. That is, Bruck (2013a ) could not determine whether the dolphins were responding because the whistle was familiar or whether
they were responding because the dolphin who owns the whistle was familiar (Bruck 2013b ).

To gain better insight, Bruck et al. (2022 ) keyed in on observations by Norris et al. (1994 ) of spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) swimming through each other’s excreta plumes
with mouths open, as well as some work on potential pre-copulatory hormone sampling by Muraco and Kuczaj (2015 ). Bruck et al. considered testing gustatory urine processing as
a potential second modality for a cross-modal comparison (dolphins possess no sense of smell, so this would only work as a taste-only mechanism; Cozzi et al. 2016 ). Previously,
Nachtigall and colleagues showed that dolphins have the ability to distinguish salty, sweet, sour and, most effectively, bitter, although the dolphins’ perceptions of these tastes were
not explored (Friedl et al. 1990 ; Nachtigall & Hall 1984 ; Nachtigall 1986 ). In other work, scientists speculated that dolphins may communicate chemically (Kuznetsov 1990 ,
1992 ; Sokolov and Kuznetsov 1971 ). Given that dolphins possess unique muscular baskets in their kidneys (virtually distinct from all other mammals) and possess CD36 lipid taste
receptors, it is possible that despite the loss of olfactory genes and decreased general gustation, dolphins may still use chemical cues to perceive each other’s social identity through
gustation alone as a function of steroid taste perception (Abumrad 2005 ; Cozzi et al. 2016 ; Kishida et al. 2015 ; Wang et al. 2015 ).

To test this, Bruck et al. (2022 ) used familiar and unfamiliar urine collected from animals under human care to determine if open mouth duration varied as a function of familiarity
with the urine. Over the course of 102 presentations of urine and water controls deposited by a cup on a pole from an experimenter on a dock (Fig. 2 A–C), Bruck et al. (2022 )
compared differences in investigation time when animals were presented with samples of water or samples of dolphin urine. The dolphin’s behavior and its vocalizations
(echolocation and whistles) were both measured as samples approximating 20 ml were poured into the enclosure in front of each dolphin. The duration of open mouth sampling was
measured along with vocalizations of the animal (a proxy of attempted interaction). Open mouth sampling durations showed that dolphins (n = 8) spent approximately twice as long
sampling urine cues relative to water controls. Also, dolphins responded with open mouth responses three times longer in duration to familiar (i.e., from former pool mates) than to
unfamiliar urine samples. Furthermore, dolphins produced more echolocation and bouts of whistles in the presence of urine cues than to the control water presentations. Neither the
sex of the urine donor nor the age of the urine sample, were significant factors in responses (Bruck et al. 2022 ).
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Having established that dolphins were capable of discriminating familiar urine versus unfamiliar urine in the absence of the individuals that produced the urine, Bruck et al. (2022 )
next determined if dolphins could spontaneously link the urine cues of individual dolphins to their signature whistles in the absence of the actual dolphins to whom those attributes
belonged. The experimental setup was identical to the urine familiarity test, with the addition that a matched or mismatched signature whistle playback was presented using an
underwater speaker immediately after the dolphin sampled the urine (Fig. 2 A–D). In each test trial, a urine sample was presented to a dolphin from a familiar individual. Directly
following this exposure, a signature whistle of either the dolphin whose urine was sampled, or the signature of another familiar dolphin whose urine was not sampled was played.
Trials were paired to allow each session to have a matched and mismatched trial.

Bruck et al. (2022 ) measured the time the subject spent within one meter of the playback speaker. Approach/look duration is a common parameter to use in exposures to novel
stimuli and in expectation violation paradigms with animals including humans (e.g., Bruck 2013a ; Proops et al. 2009 ; Rose and Ruff 1987 ; Sliwa et al. 2011 ). Dolphins remained
close to the playback speaker significantly longer during matched urine and signature whistle presentations than they did during mismatched ones. The finding was robust. All but
one animal explored matching stimuli for longer than non-matching ones. The differential responses of the majority of dolphins during cross-modal correspondence trials (i.e.,
owner of vocalization and urine match) compared with non-correspondence trials suggests that they recognized the association of the urine with the signature whistle. This provides
evidence that these two different sensory stimuli are linked through their association to a dolphin’s representation of the individual possessing those sensory stimuli. That is, what
ties the urine and the signature whistle together is the individual from who they came. Thus, each stimulus taps into a potential mental representation of that individual. Note that in
the study, no reinforcement was provided so it was likely not a case that associative learning during trials explained the dolphins’ responses. Second, there is no evidence to suggest
that dolphins naturally while urinating produce their own signature whistles or vice versa, or produce both stimuli in quick succession, indicating that past associative learning
between urine and signature whistle is not responsible for the dolphins’ responses. Instead, the findings suggest that the urine evoked a previously formed possible mental
representation of the individual previously associated with that urine and which was consistent with the signature whistle projected from that same individual. Thus, a hierarchical
form of transitive inference might be in play here in which, in its early experience, a dolphin learns, possibly symmetrically, to associate a particular dolphin with its signature
whistle and also this individual with the taste of its urine. Then, it spontaneously recognizes the association of the urine with the signature whistle because both evoke the same
mental representation of the individual possessing those properties.

It is interesting that the dolphins’ approach responses to the match conditions of stimuli from the same individual differed from that of the horses tested by Proops et al. (2009 ).
Although in many studies with humans and non-humans, more attention is paid to non-matching conditions (i.e., expected violation conditions) than to matching conditions, in some
studies the opposite occurs. For example, Uttley et al. (2013 ) found that 6-month-old human infants stared longer at facial images from their own race when simultaneously
presented with a recording of a female speaking in their own native language compared to a female speaking outside their native language. Infants also stared longer when a face not
of their own race matched a recording of a female speaking outside their native language compared to a voice in their native language. Likewise, in a study involving cross-modal
transfer, Evans et al. (2005 ) demonstrated auditory to visual cross-modal recognition in non-human primates by showing in a preferential looking task that capuchin monkeys who
were presented with two simultaneously playing silent video clips of a face (monkey or human) producing different vocalizations (in the case of humans English words) and a sound
recording that matched one of the vocalizations, preferred gazing at the face that matched the vocal stimulus. In spontaneous voice-face identity matching by rhesus monkeys for
familiar conspecifics and humans Sliwa et al. (2011 ) also noted that animals look significantly longer at a face when it is preceded by its congruent voice than when it is preceded
by a different voice. At this stage, we can only speculate as to why the dolphins’ attention in the Bruck et al. (2022 ) study was drawn to the matching rather than the non-matching
condition of urine and signature whistle. This is the first study to test gustatory social recognition exclusively as its own sense in social recognition, as no other species has been
shown to identify another chemically without olfaction. Perhaps mismatches are not as uncommon in urine and whistles in a wild setting therefore making the matching condition
more interesting for the dolphin in this experimental setup. Also, this may not be an expectation violation paradigm in the strictest sense, given it could be quite common for urine
and signature whistles to not match given the potential of a longer latency of urine signals relative to visual and acoustic stimuli. Visual stimuli only exist as long as the signaler is
present given the nature of light transduction to the brain (unless the signal is written or etched in some way; Gunnars and Bruck 2019 ) and acoustic stimuli only persist as long as
the signaler emits sound (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 2011 ). Chemical cues, even in water, can persist after the signaler has left, although duration is variable and related to the
nature of the secreting system. A whale fall (carcass), for example, can emit a plume of detectable cue greater than 10  m (Atema 1995 ). Matched urine and whistles may often not
match in a dolphin’s lived experience, which may explain the differences here from expectation violation paradigms in other studies. Whatever the reason, any consistent differences
in responses across matched vs. mismatched conditions is sufficient to show discrimination and hence cross-modal consistency of identity across senses. This means that dolphins,
when hearing a signature whistle of a familiar conspecific, can reasonably be assumed to pair that playback with the caller that made it. Therefore, this form of symbolic cross-
modal transfer provides compelling evidence that the dolphin’s acoustic and gustatory senses, as they relate to communication and social stimuli, are integrated at the
representational level. Further, it demonstrates that what a dolphin perceives through each of these senses as they relate to communicative and socially based cues is most likely
“individual-centered.” It means that likely dolphins do not just remember the familiar whistle for decades, but the individual who owns that whistle as well (Bruck 2013a ).

In this case through cross-modal investigation, we have some evidence of a representational acoustic signal potentially operating as a social ‘label’ that may function strikingly
similar to human names, in that we see similar cross-modal associations described in symbolic studies using primates (Savage-Rumbaugh et al. 1988 ). Only this time we see such
associations in a native communication system where dolphins are utilizing an individually specific, innovation-based whistle system that is a function of vocal production learning
(Janik and Slater 1997 ) rather than voice (as in the horse example from Proops et al. 2009 ). This has implications for at least one aspect of language-like ability in a non-human
natural communication system.

More work needs to be done on chemical social recognition (Bruck 2019a ), especially on the gustatory modality in dolphins. Future work can include protein and lipid purification
processes to assess just what chemicals dolphins are using to recognize each other. Cross-modal studies similar to what is described in Bruck et al. (2022 ) may be useful here to see
at what point dolphin responses to proposed ‘matched’ and ‘mismatched’ presentations show no differences. In this way the cross-modal study by Bruck et al. (2022 ) can serve as a
template for understanding more about dolphin social sensory perception.

The potential next steps for cross-modal studies in dolphins
The three examples reviewed here in detail reveal that the cross-modal paradigm represents an important method in cetacean science that can provide unique understanding of
cognition, communication, and perception. As such, it offers opportunities for future study that could expand our understanding of these animals. For example, regarding structural
equivalencies, the question of how a dolphin neurologically and cognitively translates the echoes it receives into a cohesive object-centered shape percept remains another area of
consideration (see, e.g., discussions in Herman et al. 1998 ; Pack et al. 2002 , 2004  that “echo-imaging” may possibly be accomplished through the coordination of range and
azimuthal profiling integrated with aspect information derived from object ensonification at different angles), and study, with several projects once again employing the cross-modal
task to examine how echolocation leads to physical object perception (e.g., Hoffmann‐Kuhnt et al. 2008 ; Wei et al. 2021 ). For example, Harley and Delong (2008 ) reported on the
echoic returns of some sets of objects used in the Harley et al. (2003 ) cross-modal study by ensonifying each with a human created dolphin click 70 µs in duration with peak
frequency of approximately 120 kHz and a 60 kHz bandwidth (Au 1993 ) with echoes measured at different angles parallel to the horizontal axis of an object’s center from − 15 to + 
15° off center. For each echo, target strength, number of highlights, duration, peak frequency, center frequency, and rms (root-mean-square) bandwidth were extracted. These
acoustic parameters were examined for three sets of three “junk” objects each varying in multiple dimensions including shape, size, and material composition relative to the
dolphin’s varying performances and object confusions. Simple target strength discrimination could not account for the dolphin’s performance; although, it could have accounted for
some confusions. A more likely candidate identified by Harley and Delong (2008 ) as useful in cross-modal performance was the pattern of variations in the train of echoes as a
function of object orientation and the integration of this information (Altesa et al. 2003 ). Similar conclusions were drawn by Vishnu et al. (2022 ) when objects used in cross-modal
tasks that were similar in construction to those used by Pack and colleagues including one pairing that was identical to a pair used by Pack and Herman (1995 ) were examined for
echoic returns using a biomimetic multi-hydrophone array echoic system. Simple signal parameters such as amplitude and signal strength could not account for the dolphin’s cross-
modal performance. The authors identified two possible mechanisms that were important for the dolphin’s success, either a type of “raster scanning” in which a dolphin keeps it
echolocation beam narrow and moves it to highlight different parts of an object which it integrates over time, or synthetic aperture sonar in which the dolphin inspects the object
echoically from different aspects as it freely as it moves around the object and integrates information from returns over time, or a combination of both mechanisms.

Regarding, the question of understood equivalencies of different sensory stimuli linked to individuals, future cross-modal procedures have the potential to evaluate the degree to
which a dolphin can recognize the equivalencies between signature whistles and individually specific visual cues along with chemical cues. This could involve symmetrical and
transitive tests using visual, chemical and acoustic (signature whistle) stimuli similar to the symmetrical and transitive inference tests conducted with the beluga whale Nick
(reviewed earlier) (Murayama et al. 2017 ). However, unlike that study in which initial relationships were trained through associative learning and then logical inferences of
symmetry and transitivity were tested, here, because of the findings of spontaneous recognition by Bruck et al. (2022 ), all relationships would be examined for spontaneous
recognition without training. Symmetry would be shown if pairings of each sensory stimuli were spontaneously understood when reversed. For transitivity, this could involve testing
subjects who first demonstrate recognition from urine to signature whistle of the same dolphin, and then from signature whistle to visual image of the same dolphin to make a
transitive inference from visual image to urine from the same dolphin and vice versa. Findings could strengthen the hypothesis that sensory stimuli (urine, signature whistles, and
visual images from an individual dolphin), when experienced by dolphins who are close companions of that individual, evoke a mental representation of that individual (i.e., they are
individual-centered representations).

In the collection of data for Bruck et al. (2022 ) in the urine only familiar/unfamiliar test (where dolphins were presented with familiar and unfamiliar urine only and no sounds),
dolphins twice spontaneously produced signature whistles after sampling urine that each matched the different signature whistles of the owners of the familiar urine samples that
were presented (see Fig. 3 ). While this hints at the possibility that these were examples of a dolphin correctly labeling the owner of the familiar urine sample, larger sample sizes
and further experimental manipulations would be needed to draw any firm conclusions. For example, it would be interesting to see if a dolphin could be trained to produce signature
whistles based on familiar urine cues. This would involve the dolphin learning the concept that reward comes from a correct signature whistle to urine cue which would be the
strongest evidence possible for labeling.
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Cross-modal paradigms also have some potential applied applications as well. For example, one could use cross-modal tasks, or the information obtained from them in sensory
studies, to inform conservation efforts. Understanding how animals understand across senses allows us to determine how dolphins can compensate for lost sensory abilities. This can
help create resiliency profiles related to damage (both permanent and temporary) associated with anthropogenic noise (Finneran et al. 2007 ; Mann et al. 2010 ). Future cross-modal
work here will help determine what senses possibly could take over in the event of hearing loss, and under what scenarios this takes place. We do not argue that noise pollution
prevents mental representations directly. We argue that it is possible that loss of certain sensory systems as a result of anthropogenic effects (noise leading to deafness for example)
may hinder the formation of mental representations. Conversely, mental representations formed in one modality may suffice after the loss of other senses. If animals have to learn
what objects or conspecifics are sense by sense and cannot make the cognitive leap to interpolate a form of representational permanence then that has implications for rescue,
rehabilitation, and conservation broadly in the face of sensory loss brought on by anthropogenic effects.

Here work with deaf dolphins compared to hearing dolphins in zoological settings might elucidate how multimodal representations are formed and the relative loss of information
when multimodal inputs become unimodal or multimodal across other senses. For example, can a dolphin that cannot hear signature whistles use chemical or visual cues to socially
identify conspecifics (Bruck et al. 2022 )? Anecdotally, hearing impaired animals under managed care seem to be able to identify social partners without whistles. How then are they
doing this? In this case, we might approach such studies by testing deaf vs. hearing dolphins first and then manipulate the sensory abilities of intact animals to see how they perform
against animals who have been impaired for some time to see how resiliency develops. Is this something dolphins learn, or are they quick to adapt senses to new functions?

In conclusion, various types of cross-modal techniques employed with dolphins starting in the 1990s revealed discoveries in echolocation object perception (showing that it is
“object-centered”), symbolic stimulus equivalence showing that beluga whales can carry out logical relationships involved transitive inference to symbols representing objects, and
how the signature whistle and urine from the same dolphin are recognized in that dolphin’s absence by other dolphin associates as an equivalence class by evoking a possible mental
representation of that individual (i.e., an “individual-centered” representation). These techniques not only informed researchers about the integration of dolphin sensory systems as
the perceptual level, but provided them with greater insights into the nature of dolphin mental representations than would have been possible by relying on single modality inquiries
alone. As such, they hold promise for future studies into deriving a better understanding of the fundamental basis upon which dolphins mentally represent their AQ5  physical and
social worlds, the equivalencies of concepts that exist across the senses and the impact that interference or elimination of one or more sensory channels may have on the ability to
form representations of ecologically relevant stimuli.
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